River Maintenance
There are increasing concerns about river floods and runoff floods, the latter emerging from moorland drains, farm
tracks and across uncleared gully pots in highways. Tyne Rivers Trust has always taken a small-scale approach to the
latter problem and has urged Northumberland County Council to appoint flood wardens at parish council level for
these hazards (see our Position Statement on Runoff Floods).
However, river flooding has not gone away and the event of May 18th 2013, derived from the South Tyne
headwaters, has revived1 the idea that flooded roads and buildings are a direct result of the Environment Agency’s
‘failure’ to clear watercourses of ‘debris’, including woody debris and gravel deposits.
There is logic to this argument but there are also dangerous myths. One of the reasons for the decline of de-silting
(a major form of maintenance) has been that ecological damage results from the operation – damaged river
substrates for fish spawning; another is that budgets will not stand the old system of Hymacs and other machines
moving out to the countryside in late February to tidy up the fluvial sediment system’s work over winter. Part of the
argument for tidy, smooth-banked, maintained river channels was based on post-war perceptions of dereliction and
the need for food production; in a sense we are back there but in an era of environmental protection and ‘ecosystem
services’.
Clearly , we are on the horns of a dilemma. Tyne Rivers Trust is proud of its engagement with local interests:
flood-affected communities, angling managers, fisheries managers and river ecologists.
We propose ‘selective channel management’ and have the expertise and experience to assist both the Environment
Agency and communities concerned. We need to be sure that the experience of local observers after a flood does
not guide policy. On the decline of a flood flow, gravel and woody debris deposits grow and may, wrongly, attract
blame for the flood. In fact, most unvegetated deposits in rivers move on in the next flood but each case is worthy
of an assessment. Especially vital in guiding policy options is an agreed ‘morning after’ channel flood management
strategy - combining risk assessment of further floods and selective maintenance - not driving a digger straight into
the river to get rid of the obstructions!
Tyne Rivers Trust, through its consultancy arm River Catchment Services, offers professional guidance on flood
hazard management during the next phase of climate change adaptation. This approach is part of Defra’s approach
to adaptation.
The Trust’s Technical Director, Prof. Malcolm Newson, said “The river channel maintenance issue will not go away
during our current ‘flood rich’ period. However, because of new regulations which correctly protect habitat and
channel processes from traditional blanket dredging, we now need to roll out Selective River Maintenance which
targets the conveyance of flood waters without causing damage to environmental capital and river landscapes.
Geomorphologists have a much bigger role now in managing natural river processes and have a range of practical
tools which could underpin Selective River Maintenance”.
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